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Stainless steel band, 12.5 mm width, temperatureresistant, allows fast and durable assembly,
andthe ability to repositionorreplace cables. It has
evenly spaced tabs with 21mm pitch. Itsfoldable
tabs allow settingtheheating cablesat a constant
distance. Allowstheclampingonany pipe diameter
Mounting:
- Longitudinally spot weldedon the walls oftanks
orpipes.
- On the pipe circumference,by cuttingthe
circumferenceand tightening with a M4 screwand
a nutthrough the holesof the twobent ends.
Reference
6YTBT01250304
6YTBT01250430
6YTBTKIT4

Description
AISI304 band, 50mm reel
AISI430 band, 50mm reel
Box of 50 truss head screws
25mm length + M4 nuts,
for clamping on diameter.

Made of galvanized steel, this band designed
for floor heating allows mounting with 50mm
pitch. Foldable legs with locking latch help
block heating cord.
Mounting: on the ground of heating floor
before coating with cement.
Reference
9BBAE1000ELH105A

Description
25 m Dispenser packing

Brackets for probes mounting on pipe surface
For thermostat bulbs dia. 4 to
6.3 mm.
Made of flexible Stainless
Steel 304, 0.5mm thickness.
Allows the mounting and
protection of thermostat
bulbs on pipes. Its flexibility
allows mounting on most pipe
diameters. Can also be used
with electronic temperature
sensors probes. Mounting
with 2 hose clamps (see P68)
Reference
6YTPF160032

For disc thermostat with
M20x1.5 thread ,
Stainless Steel 304,
mounting with 2 hose
clamps (see P68)
Reference
6YTPF060030M20
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Explosion proof thermostats. Heat tracing accessories

Explosion proof thermostats. Heat tracing accessories

Reference
6YTPF102099M20

Side mounting bracket for vertical pipe, with 100mm
offset. Mounting with 2 hose clamps (see P68)
Reference
6YTPF102099M20V

Bottom or top vertical outlet bracket, with 100mm
offset, 180mm overall length.
Allowsthe outlet from the insulationin the bottom partof
the pipe,atthe junction of theprotection metal sheet.
Can be used for a top outlet, in this casepipe-box
distance: 225 mm. Mountingwith 2 hose clamps (see
P68)
Reference
6YTPF102284M20H

Cost saving simplified model, with 100mm offset.
Vertical mounting.
It has 4 small holes added on the vertical section to
secure cables with cable ties
Mounting with 1 hose clamps (see P68)
Reference
6YTPF185085V

°Examples of enclosures mounting on pipes

Horizontal pipe stand-off
leg with aluminum
enclosure

Vertical pipe stand-off leg
with aluminum enclosure

Horizontal pipe stand-off
leg with aluminum
enclosure, bottom
mounting

Horizontal pipe long
stand-off leg with
aluminum enclosure, top
mounting

Distant wall mounting
stand-off leg, with
aluminum enclosure

1"1/4 Plastic stand-off
leg with aluminum
enclosure (leg not
supplied)

1"1/4 Plastic stand-off
leg with aluminum
enclosure and disc
thermostat (leg not
supplied)

Horizontal pipe stand-off
leg with PA66 enclosure

Vertical pipe stand-off leg
with PA66 enclosure

Horizontal pipe stand-off
leg with PA66 enclosure,
bottom mounting

Horizontal pipe long
stand-off leg with PA66
enclosure, top mounting

Distant wall mounting
stand-off leg, with PA66
enclosure
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Side mounting bracket for horizontal pipe, with 100mm
offset. Mounting with 2 hose clamps (see P68)
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Stand-off pipe mounting brackets for enclosures
These accessories are designed to be mounted onEEx "e" aluminum junction boxes described in pages 63-64, on thermostats in aluminum enclosures
described pages 41 to 60, on thermostats in plastic enclosures described in pages 33 to 38. They requesta 32 mm x 64mm rectangular hole in the pipe
insulation. These brackets are is in two parts to facilitate the passage of the insulation. The lower portion in contact with the pipe has an internal
thread which enables mounting a M20x1.disc thermostat described in page 26. It includes a recess for hose clamps and 2 holes dia. 8 mm, 80mm
distance for wall mounting applications hose. They include mounting hardware on housing, but not the clamps. On request, we can produce brackets
with a different length.

Many other accessories for electric heat tracing are described in the Catalog N°3.
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